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Erin Sedor is the founder and CEO of Black Fox Strategy and a thought-leader in the area of strategy, risk and resilience
possessing more than 28 years-experience as a risk professional, c-suite officer and now executive and board consultant.
Erin has a particular talent for identifying hidden risks and missed opportunities that hinder growth, helping her clients
fine-tune performance without unnecessary complexity or reinvention. It was this experience that allowed her to play a
key role in turning around the Corporate operations of a $450m company through design and execution of a multi-year
strategic plan that achieved record profits for two consecutive years and delivered a Corporate-wide 20% reduction in
G&A expense during her tenure. Her diverse experience and ability to bridge common cultural communication gaps makes
her highly adept at fostering relationships at all levels of an organization. Erin is passionate about enabling knowledge
transfer to grow internal client capabilities and has developed a uniquely effective Essential Strategy© approach that
creates the foundation for greater risk visibility and strategy performance.

Specialized Practice
Our practice specializes in strategy gap assessments at all levels of the organization and has developed customized tools including the
proprietary Strategic Performance Alignment© (Board & Leadership), Mission Critical 360© (Entity Resilience), Executive Transition
360© (Baseline & Expectations) and the Optimal Synergy 360© (Health Check). We also design custom gap assessments to surgically
address specific concerns such as capture strategy or failing performance issues. There simply is no other firm that has the executive,
operational and risk expertise we do to identify blindspots in your organization. We are strategy risk experts – it’s all we do.
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Executive Strategy Coach & Board Advisor
501(c)(3) Board Chair
RIMS Fellow Instructor
Institute of ANC Director Education Instructor
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C-Suite VP Risk & Strategy | 2011 – 2015
Senior Corporate Risk Manager | 2004 – 2011
& Corporate Finance (publicly traded) | 2000-2004
Senior Paralegal & Litigation Manager | 1992 - 2000

Education & Credentials
BLACK FOX STRATEGY is an
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Master of Business Administration, Operational Risk Management
Bachelor of Arts, Organizational Management
Bachelor of Arts, Managerial Finance
Professional Certification, Paralegal Studies
RIMS Fellow Professional Certification
Certified Business Resilience Management
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executive consulting practice focused
on improving organizational success
through integration of strategy, risk
and resilience capabilities using the
Essential Strategy approach – a
dynamic framework that bridges risk
and strategy functions to improve risk
visibility and identify blind spots in
strategy development and execution.

2019 Essential Strategy Blueprint (for ANCs, Non-Profit, For-Profit)
2019 IADE – Strategy & Risk Planning at the Board Level
Essential Strategy Bootcamp©
2018 Strive Leadership Therapy – Understanding & Implementing ERM
2018 AFERM Newsletter – Mission Critical – the Essential Link Between Risk & Strategy
2018 IADE - The Role of the Board in Strategic Planning and Risk Management (upcoming)
2018 RIMS Conference – Tying Strategy to Metrics: Creating Visibility and Relevance in the C-Suite & Boardroom
2017 ANVCA Conference – Strategy Foundations that Work
2017 Strive Magazine – The Trouble with Risk Management
2017 RIMS ERM Conference – The Trouble with ERM1

As written about in Risk Monitor Magazine here.

